[Expression of HER2 in breast cancer]
In breast cancer the membrane expression of HER2 receptor protein encoded by the HER2 proto-oncogene seems to have an ever growing clinical significance. In tissue cultures and animal experiments it was shown that the HER2 gene amplification induces malignant transformation and intensifies the aggressiveness of the tumour cells. Correlating with the so called pheno-and genotypic prognostic markers, the overexpression of HER2 in breast cancer predicts also poor prognosis and indicates enhanced potential for metastatisation. In some of the so called precancerous proliferations and "in situ" carcinomas we demonstrated the enhanced membrane staining of the HER2 receptor protein. In these cases we frequently observed DNA aneuploidy,the presence of p53 mutational protein and CD44v6 glycoprotein. The immunohistochemical studies of HER2 protein in invasive carcinomas have revealed, an interrelationship between the grade of differentiation, histological type, aggressiveness and biological behaviour of the "in situ" and invasive carcinomas. In clinical studies trastuzumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody recognizing extracellular domain of HER2 receptor protein, has proved to be effective in HER2 overexpressing metastatic breast cancer either as monotherapy or in combination with chemotherapeutical agents. The DAKO "HercepTest" is a semiquantitative, standardised method for the determination of HER2 overexpression.